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About This Game

Ageod’s Wars of Succession is a new game designed to cover two major wars that consumed Europe at the eve of the 18th
Century. One was the War of Spanish Succession (1701-1713), pitting the French & Spanish Bourbons monarchs against the

Grand Alliance built by Austrian Habsburg, Britain and the United Provinces. The other is the Great Northern War
(1700-1721), between Sweden and Russia (and her allies), most of which focused around the succession of Poland. The two

wars are played in separate scenarios.

In Wars of Succession you will coordinate the movements of several armies of many different great powers and their allies, take
care of their supplies, fatigue and seek better condititions to engage combat, hold sieges or retreat to recover if needed.

Scenarios
• Setting: the game covers all of Europe, from the Western seaboard to the Volga.

• Historical leaders: More than 200 historical leaders each rated on their abilities with over 200 different types of units from
Grenadiers and Musketeers to Winged Husssars and Cossacks, as well as a dozen types of different warships

• Battlefield Tactics allow the player to make decisions that can turn the tide of battle.

FEATURES

Setting: the game covers all of Europe, from the Western seaboard to the Volga. The two different big wars focus each
on one side of the continent (Spanish Succession over Western and southwest Europe, Great Northern War in Eastern
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and Northeastern Europe). Time span is from 1700 to 1720.

Game map is divided into more than 5,000 regions, with a variety of terrain, climates and development level.

Scenarios: 5 in total, with 1 introductory (Italy 1701) tutorial and 2 main grand scenarios of Spanish Succession War and
Great Northern War, plus 2 minor Western Europe campaigns scenarios (respectively 1706 and 1709)

Historical leaders: More than 200 historical leaders each rated on their abilities and over 200 different types of units
from Grenadiers and Musketeers to Winged Husssars and Cossacks, as well as a dozen type of different warships!

Production: Control your nations spending on the military, economics and politics (domestic or foreign) through a few
simple-to-understand assets and production centers locations.

Regional Decision Cards: The game includes the already known card system that lets you trigger events such as Land
Mines, Honors of War, Contributions, etc… this cards, if played wisely can affect the flow of a campaign.

Detailed game model includes features such as Weather, Attrition, Supply, Prisoners and Fog of War

Historical Events are triggered throughout the game giving the player crucial decision points. These cover anything from
local uprising to foreign intervention in each of the conflicts.

Battlefield Tactics allow the player to make decisions that can turn the tide of battle.

Sieges and Naval warfare are all covered in detail in the game, with a lot of new siege-related flavour events better
depicting that key aspect of war in the XVIIIth century.
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This is a very charming RPG with a retro 16 bit style. The story and character development is good and the environment is
beautiful, extensive and fun to explore. You can skip battles if you prefer to play through the story without fighting. The pacing
is good and nothing feels unfair. Ther are a lot of side quests and extra secrets to find so it doesn't get dull. Nearly every corner
of the map has something in it and every NPC has different dialogue. Also the dev replies almost instantly to bug reports. I'd
recommend this one to anyone who likes RPGs and retro graphics.. Bought this hoping it would be like Ecco the dolphin - a
cool rpg with magical elemetns where I control an animal. Fails to capture ecco's magic though. The backgrounds and character
designs are nice but the stiff paperdoll animation is off putting. It looks like a flash game.

That would be ok if the platforming controls were better but platform jumping just feels awkward. I don't get a sensation that
my character is really there or really connecting with the enemies. Maybe its the fact that the characters and backgrounds dont
look like they belong in the same universe. Can't recommend.. Well... Rebirth OST is not bad. I like disturbing (a bit tragical)
melodies and JK Flesh (lol, sounds the same) beats. But original OST by Danny B. was much more awesome and creates perfect
atmosphere for the game like that.. Aselia the Eternal is a visual novel / SRPG hybrid. Both parts are executed really well, with
the visual novel parts maybe taking up an a bit bigger portion.

The introduction of characters and setting, and the build-up towards the first battles may feel a bit long, but once you get there
you're rewarded with highly strategic (zero randomness) , turn-based RPG, which also boasts a great story. And once it gets
started it really picks up pace, both in terms of story and difficulty.
Since this version of the game also includes the expansion it allows for a total of 7 different routes and 9 endings.

The battles quickly become very tough, combined with perma-death (and a straight game-over if a main character dies) you may
end up requiring several attempts for certain battles. Especially on the higher difficulties one poor battle can see you losing
characters, which becomes all the more painful thanks to all the side characters having their own story and background.

Also of note is that this is the prequel to Seinarukana: The Spirit of Eternity Sword 2, which just saw it's official 'English release
and will be released on Steam later this year. Definitely a recommendation if you're a fan of SRPGs and like a good story to go
along with it.. Like it. wish for more control, feels like i run on ice.
Lots of potential.
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absolute filth. it doesnt work but i wanna play the suckage so baad. YES.
YES.
This game is SO MUCH FUN.
It cannot get better.
AND THEY MAKE IT BETTER.

It's honestly kind of sad that a $15 indie game with 12 characters is better and more balanced than a $60 game with 72
characters.. In the skies above the isle
Aces In Exile prevail!

From near and far they arrived join the force
Ready to serve the Allies command
Sent in the training, though they already earned their wings
They were ready to fly they were fit for the fight
Once in the air the battle began
They've proven their worth now they fight for revenge

Fighter pilots in exile fly for foreign land
To the story be heard tell of 303
Fighter pilots of Poland in the battle of Britain
Guarding the skies of the isle

Even at night shadows cover the ground
Fighting goes on from dusk till dawn
We fall on the Reich with the claws of the eagle!
(They were) Ready to fight, (they were) ready to die
Up in the air, the battle goes on
They've proven their worth they have their revenge

Fighter pilots in exile fly for foreign land
Tell the story again to the 310
Men of Czechoslovakia in the battle of Britain
Guarding the skies of the isle

Over the battlefield brave men long way from home
You are the chosen ones sent to the sky to die
Over the battlefield brave men long way from home
Few are the chosen ones sent to the sky to die

(Ooo) fly - it echoes in history
Turning the tides in the heavens above

Fighter pilots in exile fly for foreign land
When the battle’s been won trouble 401
Fighter pilots of Canada in the battle of Britain
Guarding the skies of the isle

On wings of history they turn from home
To live eternally sky bound they roam
In all of history, never before
Was more owed to so few

Fight the pilot in exile!. Unfinished due to EA, but very good game.
Looking forward to the final release.
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Reminds me of that old game named Katakijin.. Well it was really hard to decide to recommend this game or not after 10
minutes of gameplay. I like the idea of the game and I'm sure I will play more of this game. So I recommend this game for the
gameplay itself. For the cons, the music is horrible and I find it is missing the basic things as a menu to check your high score.
As soon as it is game over I don't even have a chance to check it. They should place the keyboard settings in the menu so you
don't get confused right away.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5jJKS5mTRlM. Great game. I was happy wtih the demo, but the full game is really
something else. Must have for all horror games fans.. This game IS NOT A SIMULATION! Don't review it as such. It's a fun
game for the casual NASCAR or general racing fan to enjoy and not have to spend hours mastering. That's not to say the game
can't be difficult. The AI are pretty tough at the highest difficulty. The Career mode is much better than Heat 2, and the
graphics and physics have been improved. One problem I did have was the lack of people playing multiplayer, at least on the
Steam version. If you have an X-Box or PS4 I would recommend getting it on those platforms instead if you want to play online.
Another problem is that the AI rarely pit if they're damaged. You can run into the pack head on and no one will pit. Not only
that, but the damage doesn't effect the AI's performance either. Other than that a very solid title.. Worth it for achievements :')
It is a luck game...I hate that ;w;. Love the cool anime style music tracks.
Haven’t played much of the game yet.
How do I get more gems?
Just completed Side Mission 26. Would like to unlock new “Masters” in this game.
Wonder what they do in the game.
Any updates planned?
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